**FOREWORD**

AT LAST! THE SECOND VOLUME! IT’S BEEN AN INTERESTING PIECE OF WORKING GETTING THIS SET TOGETHER, SINCE IT FOCUSES ON A LOT OF THE ‘LESser’ CRAFT FOUND WITHIN THE *STAR TREK* UNIVERSE. THOUGH MANY WON’T FIND A FREIGHTER OR REPAIR POD ALL THAT ‘SEXY’ COMPARED TO THE WARSHIPS, THESE SHIPS DO MUCH MORE TO FLESH OUT THE FEDERATION’S FLEET, SHOWING HOW IT WORKS, AND HOW IT STAYS TOGETHER.

I WOULD LIKE TO THANK THE MANY PEOPLE WHO HAVE OFFERED THEIR CONTINUED SUPPORT FOR THESE PROJECTS, PRIMARILY THOSE WHO HAVE VOLUNTEERED THEIR DESIGNS AND OFFERED SUGGESTIONS ON WHAT TO PUT IN (AND WHAT TO LEAVE OUT) IN THIS AND FUTURE VOLUMES. *STAR TREK* WOULDN’T HAVE LASTED BEYOND 1969 IF IT WEREN’T FOR CREATIVE FANS LIKE THESE.

NEALE DAVIDSON, MAR 2005

**STARSHIP DESIGN CREDITS**

CLASS F SHUTTLE: MATTHEW JEFFERIES FOR *STAR TREK*, DESILU PRODUCTIONS
CLASS H TRAVEL POD: MICHEAL PROBERT FOR *STAR TREK: THE MOTION PICTURE*, PARAMOUNT PICTURES, INC.
CLASS E SHUTTLE: RICK STERNBACH FOR *STAR TREK: THE NEXT GENERATION*, PARAMOUNT PICTURES, INC.
CONSOLATION CLASS: JOHN PAYNE FOR *INPAYNE MODELS*, DERF CLASS: DANA KNUTON FOR *STAR TREK ROLE-PLAYING GAME*, FASA, INC.
HOPI, INDEPENDENCE, SHERMAN CLASS, CLASS HF SHUTTLE, CLASS AF SHUTTLE, CLASS L SHUTTLE: DON CHRISTIANSON FOR *STAR TREK: THE ANIMATED SERIES*, FILMATION PRODUCTIONS, INC.
MANHATTAN CLASS: HARRY DODDEMA FOR *TITAN FLEETYARDS*, PTOLEMY CLASS, TRANSPORT CONTAINER PODS: FRANZ JOSEPH FOR *STAR TREK: TECHNICAL MANUAL*, BALLANTINE BOOKS, INC.

*STAR TREK*, *STARSHIP ENTERPRISE*, *CONSTITUTION CLASS*, AND RELATED LIKENESSES ARE COPYRIGHTS AND TRADEMARKS OF PARAMOUNT PICTURES, INC. THIS GUIDE HAS BEEN ESTABLISHED FOR INFORMATIONAL AND ENTERTAINMENT PURPOSES ONLY. NO INFRINGEMENT OF COPYRIGHT OR TRADEMARK IS INTENDED.
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INTRODUCTION

IT’S PERHAPS UNDERSTANDABLE THAT WHEN A CADET IS ASKED TO NAME ANY VESSEL FROM STARFLEET, IT’S LIKELY TO BE ONE OF THE CONSTITUTION, BATON ROUGE, OR PERHAPS MIRANDA CLASSES. OF COURSE, EVERY EXPERIENCED STARFLEET OFFICER KNOWS THAT A FLEET CANNOT SURVIVE WITHOUT ITS LIFELINE. BEHIND THE LEGENDARY EXPLOITS OF THE STARSHIP ENTERPRISE ARE A NUMBER OF SUPPORT VESSELS, THE TENDERS, FREIGHTERS, AND SUPPLY SHIPS THAT HELP KEEP THE SHIPS OF THE LINE GOING, HELP FEED HUNGRY COLONISTS, AND BUILD UP THE BACKBONE THAT IS STAR FLEET.

THOUGH THEIR ROLES ARE FAR FROM GLAMOROUS, THE SERVICES OF THE PTOLEMY, HURON, AND VESSELS LIKE THEM CANNOT BE IGNORED OR UNDERESTIMATED. AFTER ALL, A HUNGRY COLONIST WILL USUALLY NEED A Shipment of QUADROTRICITALE FROM A FREIGHTER MUCH MORE THAN THEY NEED PHOTON TORPEDO SUPPORT FROM ONE OF OUR HEAVY CRUISERS.

ANOTHER THING THAT SHOULD BE NOTICED IS THAT THIS VOLUME ONLY CONTAINS AUXILIARY VESSELS AUTHORIZED EXPLICITLY BY STARFLEET COMMAND. THE FEDERATION MAKES USE OF MANY VARIETIES OF SHIPS FOR SUPPORT PURPOSES, RANGING FROM TRANSPORTS, STRATEGIC DEPLOYMENT, AND REPAIR SERVICES. STARFLEET DATABASES WILL OFFER MORE COMPLETE INFORMATION ON THE AUXILIARY AND CIVILIAN COMPONENTS OF THE FEDERATION SUPPORT FLEET.

ADMIRAL NOGURA
CHIEF OF OPERATIONS, STARFLEET
UNITED FEDERATION OF PLANETS
STARDATE 7696.00
**CLAS S I Transport/Tug**

**Ptolemy Class Starships**

**General Information**

The design of the *Ptolemy* was meant as a heavy delivery system for Starfleet’s ‘generic transport pod’ system. The design allows for a transport pod to be locked into place beneath the primary hull, allowing, in theory, for the *Ptolemy* to serve either as a simple transport ship, or also perform other functions depending on how she was outfitted. The ship’s performance can vary widely depending on the pod used, ranging from near defenseless with a simple transport to near cruiser capabilities with a heavy combat pod system. The downside of this flexibility, however, is that the specs of each arrangement tend to be somewhat less than a dedicated ship.

In addition to the pod system, the *Ptolemy*’s powerful tractor beam array [located within and behind the connection strut] can be used as a regular tug, enabling the *Ptolemy* to come to the aid of even the largest starships, and even smaller outposts and bases, and return wounded craft back for full repairs.

**Class Name:** Ptolemy  
**Class Designation:** Transport/Tug, Class I  
**Class Commission:** 2252

**Complement (STD):**  
Officers: 20  
Crew: 175

**Drive System:**  
Impulse: FID-2 (75%)  
Warp: FWF-I, Tandem, (WF 6/8)

**Armament (STD):**  
Phasers: 1 Bank/2 Each, Type FH-3  
Torpedoes: 1 Banks, Type FP-I

**Supplemental Craft (STD):**  
Class H Travel Pod: 2

**Dimensions:**  
Length: 221M  
Breadth: 127M  
Height: 67M  
Mass (Deadweight): 127MT
**Class I Transport Tug**

**Authorized Construction**

The following ships of the Ptolemy class transport/tug have been authorized as part of the Federation Star Fleet as of Stardate 7712.00:

- USS PTOLEMY - NCC 800*
- USS JENNINGS - NCC 801
- USS AH RASHID - NCC 802
- USS ANAXAGORAS - NCC 803**
- USS ANAXIMANDER - NCC 804
- USS ARISTARCHUS - NCC 805
- USS IBN DAUD - NCC 806
- USS ERATOSTHENES - NCC 807
- USS GALILEI - NCC 808**
- USS HIPPARCHUS - NCC 809
- USS ULUGH BEG - NCC 810
- USS PHILOLAUS - NCC 811**
- USS PYTHAGORAS - NCC 812+
- USS THALES - NCC 813+
- USS HEVELIUS - NCC 814+
- USS SHICANG - NAR 1214
- USS NANCANG - NAR 1215
- USS TAIKANG - NAR 1216
- USS FANCANG - NAR 1217
- USS DAYUN - NAR 1218+
- USS ZUBRINSKI - NDT 986
- SS PULKOWNIK - NDT 987
- SS BOLESŁAW - NDT 988
- SS ZDROJ - NDT 989
- SS WIELICZKA - NDT 990
- SS BIALOSTOCKA - NDT 991

* Class ship, ** lost in the line of duty, + under construction as of Stardate 7712.00

---

**Editor's Annotations**

The Ptolemy first appeared in the Franz Joseph Technical Manual, and was meant to be the Federation's mainstay supply and support ship. The transport wasn't so much designed to tow other ships, but instead make use of a number of 'transport pods' that could ship large volumes of bulk goods, or even serve as a starliner for passengers. Despite its familiarity with the fans, this is one of those ships that Gene Roddenberry declared 'non-canonic' back in the days of the motion picture. For the Ptolemy, the supposed objection to the design was that the warp engines did not have full line of sight on one another. Of course, if that's a problem, the on-screen SS Aurora or USS Grissom would be problems as well. More than that, the ship's schematics appear in three of the feature films.

This guide uses only most of the first 'batch' from the Technical Manual as members of the Ptolemy class, stripping down its numbers to something more reasonable. The registration numbers have also been altered (largely just dropping the initial '3' from each) to bring the design in line with the rest of Fleet's registries.

The 'Nar' ships, or auxiliary reserves, are named after contemporary Chinese support vessels of various types. The 'general use' transports are named after contemporary Polish freighters.
CLASS NAME: MANHATTAN
CLASS DESIGNATION: TRANSPORT, CLASS I-A
CLASS COMMISSION: 2249

COMPLEMENT (STD):
  OFFICERS: 5
  CREW: 25
  AUTOMATION POSSIBLE

DRIVE SYSTEM:
  IMPULSE: FID-2 (75c)
  WARP: FWF-IS, TANDEM, (WF 5/7)

ARMAMENT (STD):
  PHASERS: 1 BANKS/2 EACH, TYPE FH-3
  TORPEDOES: NONE

SUPPLEMENTAL CRAFT (STD):
  CLASS H TRAVEL POD: 2

DIMENSIONS:
  LENGTH: 225M
  BREADTH: 95M
  HEIGHT: 69M
  MASS (DEADWEIGHT): 132MT

GENERAL INFORMATION

THE MANHATTAN IS AN AGING DESIGN, BUT ONE STILL WELL CAPABLE OF PERFORMING ITS INTENDED MISSION, WITH OR WITHOUT CREW, WITH DOGGED DETERMINATION. THE MANHATTAN WAS DESIGNED TO MAKE USE OF THE NEW AUTOMATION SYSTEMS AVAILABLE, AND PERFORM GENERAL SUPPLY DUTIES IN AREAS EITHER TOO DANGEROUS TO RISK A FULL CREW, OR IN ROUTES SO SECURE THAT CREWING THE SHIP WAS NOT NECESSARY.

AS ONE OF A HANDFUL OF MODERN AUTOMATED DESIGNS, THE MANHATTAN HAS ONE BASIC ADVANTAGE IN THAT IT’S THE ONLY POTENTIALLY AUTOMATED DESIGN AVAILABLE WHICH CAN MAKE USE OF THE STANDARD STARFLEET TRANSPORT PODS, ALLOWING A WIDE VARIETY OF FREIGHT AND SUPPLIES TO BE SHIPPED WITH A MINIMAL OF CREW.

STARFLEET KEEPS VERY FEW OF THIS CLASS OF SHIP FOR ITSELF, INSTEAD PREFERING TO USE EITHER THE MORE VENERABLE PTOLEMY CLASS VESSELS FOR DEDICATED MILITARY PURPOSES, HOWEVER, FLEET MAINTAINS A LARGER NUMBER OF THESE VESSELS AS AUXILIARIES, AND ALSO HAS LICENSED OUT A SIMILAR DESIGN (WITH DECLASSIFIED COMPONENTS) TO CIVILIAN AGENCIES.

STARFLEET IS CONSIDERING RETIRING THIS OLD CLASS OF VESSEL, AND REPLACING HER NUMBER WITH NEW TRANSPORT/TUGS OF THE UPCOMING “REFIT” PTOLEMY CLASS.
THE FOLLOWING SHIPS OF THE MANHATTAN CLASS TRANSPORT HAVE BEEN AUTHORIZED AS PART OF THE FEDERATION STAR FLEET AS OF STARDATE 7712.00:

- USS MANHATTAN - NCC 930*
- USS SCARSDALE - NCC 931
- USS NOPATIN - NCC 932
- USS SHEKARD - NCC 933
- USS SHRASS - NCC 934
- USS TUTANKHAMEN - NAR I2O9
- USS IMHOTEPE - NAR I210
- USS KHUFU' - NAR I21I
- USS SNOFRU - NAR I212
- USS KHUFU - NAR I213
- SS DIAMANTIS - NDT 98I
- SS FALLIOPI - NDT 982
- SS TATIANELA - NDT 983**
- SS STAVRONIKITA - NDT 984
- SS YANIX - NDT 985

* CLASS SHIP, ** LOST IN THE LINE OF DUTY, + UNDER CONSTRUCTION AS OF STARDATE 7712.00

EDITOR'S ANNOTATIONS

THE MANHATTAN IS SOMEWHAT LOOSELY BASED ON HARRY DODDEMA'S SHIP OF THE SAME NAME FROM TITAN FLEETYAR- YARDS. THAT SHIP WAS LISTED AS, BASICALLY, AN AUTO- MATED VERSION OF THE PTOLEMY, USING LINES FROM SHIPS SHOWN IN STAR TREK: THE ANIMATED SERIES.

THE VERSION HERE KEEPS THE SAME CONCEPT, BUT ALTERS THE LINES TO KEEP IT SIMILAR TO THE AUTOMATED USS SHERMAN SHOWN IN THE SERIES. THE SHIP'S NAME AND REG- ISTRY MARKINGS ARE ALTERED TO MAKE THE SHIP MORE CONTEMPORARY WITH THE REST OF THE FLEET.

THE 'NAR' SHIPS, OR AUXILLARY RESERVES, ARE NAMED AF- TER THE PYRAMID BUILDERS OF ANCIENT EGYPT. THE 'GENERAL USE' TRANSPORTS ARE NAMED AFTER CONTEMPO- RARY GREEK FREIGHTERS.
CLASS NAME: SHERMAN  
CLASS DESIGNATION: FREIGHTER, CLASS I-A  
CLASS COMMISSION: 2247  

COMPLEMENT (STD):  
OFFICERS: 5  
CREW: 25  
AUTOMATION POSSIBLE  

DRIVE SYSTEM:  
IMMEDIATE: FID-2 (.75C)  
WARP: FWF-1S, TANDEM, (WF 5/7)  

ARMAMENT (STD):  
PHASERS: 1 BANKS/2 EACH, TYPE FH-3  
TORPEDOES: NONE  

SUPPLEMENTAL CRAFT (STD):  
CLASS H TRAVEL POD: 2  

DIMENSIONS:  
LENGTH: 227M  
BREADTH: 95M  
HEIGHT: 120M  
MASS (DEADWEIGHT): 160MT  

GENERAL INFORMATION  
AS EXPECTED FROM A LARGELY AUTOMATED SHIP CLASS, THE SHERMAN IS AN AGING DESIGN. THIS DESIGN, HOWEVER, WAS CONSTRUCTED WITH HER EVENTUAL OBSOLESCENCE IN MIND. AS A AUTOMATED FREIGHTER, THE SHERMAN CAN PERFORM ROUTINE, MUNDANE MISSIONS UNDER HER OWN PROGRAMMING, OR BE DIRECTED BY AN “ESCORT SHIP” VIA SUBSPACE LINK FOR HAZARDOUS DUTIES.  

STARFLEET MAINTAINS A SMALL NUMBER OF THESE FREIGHTERS IN ACTIVE DUTY, LARGELY TO SERVICE AND SUPPLY OUTPOSTS AND STARBASES. THE BULK OF THE SHIPS OF THIS TYPE ARE UNDER CIVILIAN ARRANGEMENTS OR SLATED AS RESERVES. THE SINGLE PHASER BANK FOUND ON THE STARFLEET VERSION OF THE SHIP IS NOT AVAILABLE ON THE CIVILIAN VERSION, AND IS DISABLED FOR ANY AUTOMATED USE.  

THOUGH THE AGE OF THE SHERMAN’S ACTUAL DESIGN IS NOW WELL OVER, THE CLASS WILL LIKELY CONTINUE TO SEE SERVICE FOR DECADES TO COME, THOUGH INCREASINGLY IN “AUTOMATED ONLY” ROLES. SURPRISINGLY, HOWEVER, A NEW VERSION OF THE SHIP IS BEING CONSIDERED FOR A PURELY CIVILIAN DESIGN, BASED ON DECLASSIFIED FEDERATION TECHNOLOGY.
**CLASS I FREIGHTER**

AUTHORIZED CONSTRUCTION

The following ships of the Sherman class freighter have been authorized as part of the Federation Star Fleet as of StarDate 7712.00:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>USS Sherman - NCC 935*</th>
<th>USS Sandra - Nar I201</th>
<th>SS Camponalon - NGL 1463**</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>USS Von Drake - NCC 936</td>
<td>USS Mayaguez - Nar I202</td>
<td>SS Alegia - NGL 1464**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USS Peabody - NCC 937</td>
<td>USS Sulphur Queen - Nar I203</td>
<td>SS Victoria Elena - NGL 1465</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USS Dudley - NCC 938**</td>
<td>SS Gamesa - NGL 1460</td>
<td>SS Villa de Oro - NGL 1466</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USS Yamhill - Nar I200</td>
<td>SS Khron - NGL 1461**</td>
<td>SS Urlea - NGL 1467</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SS Puente Canario - NGL 1462</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Class Ship, ** Lost in the Line of Duty, + Under Construction as of StarDate 7712.00

---

**EDITOR’S ANNOTATIONS**

The Sherman class was shown in the Star Trek: Animated Series episode “More Tribbles, More Troubles.” Two of these vessels were shown, with slightly different registries than shown here, and were severely damaged by a Klingon cruiser. The Sherman class name comes both as a reference to ‘Sherman’s Planet,’ referenced in the episode, and also to the ‘Peabody’s Improbable History’ shorts running on television at the time.

The Sherman was one of only three Starfleet ship classes shown in the ‘Original Series’ era. The scale of the ship is in some question, since various shots had the ship either larger or smaller than the Enterprise. The assumption here is that it’s a little bit smaller, though still large enough to serve as a bulk freighter as compared to the Enterprise’s role as a heavy cruiser.

The ship also bears some distinction in that, despite being completely authorized by Gene Roddenberry at the time of Star Trek: The Animated Series, it has since been classified as ‘non-canon’ because the automated bridge module does not match the bridge modules of ‘official’ starships. This guide just assumes that the automated-possible ships had a different design criteria in mind than the bulk of the fleet.

The lines here, from the top view, are a bit different than the appearance as shown on the series. This is largely because the lines don’t match up all that well in the various shots, and the more prevalent side view was given precedence. The ‘corrections’ made were done to bring the design more in line with the rest of the fleet.

The ‘Nar’ ships, or auxiliary reserves, are named after various American freighters in modern history. The ‘General Freight’ ships, those with the ‘NGL’ registries, are named after Spanish freighters.
CLASS I ARMED FREIGHTER
INDEPENDENCE CLASS STARSHIPS

GENERAL INFORMATION
THOUGH THE FEDERATION AND KLINGON EMPIRE ARE UNDER TREATY TO AVOID OPEN WARFARE, COLONIES AND OUTPOSTS WITHIN THE NEUTRAL ZONE ARE IN NEED OF CONSTANT SUPPLY AS WELL AS CONSTANT DANGER OF RAIDS. THE INDEPENDENCE CLASS ARMED FREIGHTER IS LARGELY USED TO SUPPLY GOODS AND MATERIALS INTO AREAS KNOWN FOR HOSTILITIES, WHERE IT’S NOT ADVISABLE FOR CIVILIAN SHIPS TO GO WITHOUT ESCORT.

THOUGH THE INDEPENDENCE IS, BY NO MEANS, A VESSEL MEANT FOR COMBAT, HER TWO PHASER BANKS HAS CAUSED MORE THAN ONE WOULD-BE RAIDER TO RECONSIDER TARGETING THESE ARMED FREIGHTERS AS PREY. NOT TRULY DESIGNED TO WIN A CONFLICT, THE FREIGHTER WAS DESIGNED TO WITHSTAND AN ATTACK UNTIL HELP CAN ARRIVE. FOR FREIGHTERS, THE INDEPENDENCE CLASS CAN WITHSTAND A TREMENDOUS POUNDING.

THOUGH THE CLASS IS NEARING THE END OF ITS TECHNOLOGICAL HEY-DEY, THE CLASS REMAINS A FAVORITE WITHIN THE NEUTRAL ZONE AND LIKELY WON’T BE COMPLETELY PHASED OUT FOR A NUMBER OF YEARS. A NEW CLASS, BASED ON THE ARCHERNAR PROJECT, IS SCHEDULED TO REPLACE THE DESIGN IN 2273.

CLASS NAME: INDEPENDENCE
CLASS DESIGNATION: ARMED FREIGHTER, CLASS I
CLASS COMMISSION: 2252

COMPLEMENT (STD):
OFFICERS: 7
CREW: 35

DRIVE SYSTEM:
IMPULSE: FID-2 (.75C)
WARP: FWF-I, TANDEM, (WF 6/8)

ARMAMENT (STD):
PHASERS: 2 BANKS/2 EACH, TYPE FH-3

SUPPLEMENTAL CRAFT (STD):
CLASS H TRAVEL POD: 2

DIMENSIONS:
LENGTH: 221M
BREADTH: 112M
HEIGHT: 98M
MASS (DEADWEIGHT): 185MT

AUTHENTICATED STARDATE 7712.00 PG 02:44:11
**CLASS I ARMED FREIGHTER**

AUTHORIZED CONSTRUCTION

The following ships of the Independence Class armed freighter have been authorized as part of the Federation Star Fleet as of StarDate 7712.00:

- **USS INDEPENDENCE - NCC 940**
- **USS BLUE CITY - NCC 941**
- **USS BRANSON - NCC 942**
- **USS KANSAS CITY - NCC 943**
- **USS SAINT PETERS - NCC 944**
- **USS BELTON - NCC 945**
- **USS WESTRALIA - NAR 1204**
- **USS DURANCE - NAR 1205**
- **USS SUCCESS - NAR 1206**
- **USS HERON BAY - NAR 1207**
- **USS SOMME - NAR 1208**
- **USS MARNE - NAR 1209**
- **SS Astral Queen - NFT 1910**
- **SS Norkova - NFT 1912**
- **SS Huron - NFT 1913**
- **SS Oregon Trail - NFT 1914**
- **SS Deidre - NFT 1915**
- **SS Kitty Hawk - NFT 1916**
- **SS Northern Star - NFT 1917**
- **SS Bonne Chance - NFT 1911**

* class ship, ** lost in the line of duty, + under construction as of StarDate 7712.00

---

**EDITOR’S ANNOTATIONS**

The Independence Class was shown in the Star Trek: Animated Series episode “Pirates of Orion”. The vessel shown was the ‘SS Huron’, or ‘USS Huron’, depending on the dialogue or what the animated cell was showing. It had been up in the air if the Huron was a Star Fleet or Independent ship.

The Huron here is given the registry ‘NGL 1913’, making it fit more the accepted ‘later-day’ method of assigning registries. Originally, she was assigned ‘NCC-F1913’, with ‘F’ standing in for freighter.

The Huron was one of only three Starfleet ship classes shown in the Original Series era. The scale of the ship is in some question, since various shots had the ship either larger or smaller than the Enterprise. The assumption here is that it’s a little bit smaller, though still large enough to serve as a bulk freighter as compared to the Enterprise’s role as a heavy cruiser.

The lines here, from the top view, are a bit different than the appearance as shown on the series. Most of the lines are taken from the Animated Series, but the unusual twin-window bridge design has been replaced with the more standard Federation Bridge dome. This is just in keeping with the ‘Federation Rules’ given out.
**Class I Tender**

**Derf Class Starships**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class Name: Derf</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Class Designation: Tender, Class I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class Commission: 2258</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Complement (STD):**
- Officers: 32
- Crew: 145

**Drive System:**
- Impulse: FID-2 (0.75c)
- Warp: FWF-I, Tandem, (WF 6/8)

**Armament (STD):**
- Phasers: 1 Banks/2 Each, Type FH-3

**Supplemental Craft (STD):**
- Class H Travel Pod: 2

**Dimensions:**
- Length: 273m
- Breadth: 127m
- Height: 80m
- Mass (Deadweight): 85MT

**General Information**

Calling the Derf class a tender might be a little misleading. While the ship’s primary role is indeed to supply and maintain ships and bases in the field, the Derf has become an all-around solid-performer in a variety of fields. It’s not that unusual to see a Derf class ship performing survey missions, scientific research, or even border patrol as part of small fleet actions.

The expanded section of the ‘saucer’ is reserved for cargo and storage use, able to carry duetronium fuel, regular stores, etc. depending on the specific mission needs. The Derf is also equipped with a larger-than-normal assortment of transporter bays to facilitate loading and unloading of supplies.

With her versatility, many in Starfleet feel that if her armament was heavier, she may qualify as a light frigate rather than a tender. There is some debate on whether to reclassify the upcoming ‘Refit Design’ of the Derf as in recognition of the class’s varied-role performance.
THE FOLLOWING SHIPS OF THE DERF CLASS TENDER HAVE BEEN AUTHORIZED AS PART OF THE FEDERATION STAR FLEET AS OF STARDATE 7712.00:

- USS DERF - NCC 1270*
- USS POLYNESIAN - NCC 1271**
- USS BEOWULF - NCC 1272
- USS SPEAR - NCC 1273
- USS ACROPOLIS - NCC 1274**
- USS EMORY LAND - NCC 1275
- USS CABLE - NCC 1276
- USS SUPPLY - NCC 1277
- USS RAINER - NCC 1278
- USS ARCTIC - NCC 1279
- USS BRIDGE - NCC 1280
- USS SANTA BARBARA - NCC 1282
- USS SHASTA - NCC 1284**
- USS MOUNT BAKER - NCC 1285
- USS KILUAEA - NCC 1281
- USS KILAUEA - NCC 1281
- USS FLINT - NCC 1283**
- USS MOUNT BAKER - NCC 1285
- USS KANAWHA - NAR 1219
- USS PECOS - NAR 1220
- USS RAPPAHANNOCK - NAR 1225+
- USS BADALUPE - NAR 1224+
- USS KANAWHA - NAR 1219
- USS BIG HORN - NAR 1221
- USS PATUXENT - NAR 1222
- USS LARAMIE - NAR 1223
- USS KISKA - NCC 1286+
- USS ARTIC - NCC 1279
- USS SAN JOSE - NCC 1289+
- USS BIG HORN - NAR 1221
- USS PATUXENT - NAR 1222
- USS RAPPAHANNOCK - NAR 1225+
- USS BIGHORN - NAR 1221
- USS BADALUPE - NAR 1224+
- USS LARAMIE - NAR 1223
- USS KISKA - NCC 1286+
- USS BIGHORN - NAR 1221
- USS BADALUPE - NAR 1224+
- USS LARAMIE - NAR 1223
- USS KISKA - NCC 1286+

* CLASS SHIP, ** LOST IN THE LINE OF DUTY, + UNDER CONSTRUCTION AS OF STARDATE 7712.00

EDITOR’S ANNOTATIONS


THE VERSION HERE REDUCES THE NUMBER OF WEAPONS THAT THE DERF CARRIES WITH HER.

VISUALLY, THE SHIP HERE IS LITTLE DIFFERENT FROM THE ONE PRESENTED IN FASA. THE ONLY ADDITION IS SOME ADDED LINE DETAIL TO THE REAR SECTIONS OF THE HULL, AND A PRIMARY DEFLECTOR DISH, AS PER ‘FRANZ JOSEPH’S’ DESIGNS.

**CLASS I Mobile Hospital**

**CONSOLATION CLASS STARSHIPS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CLASS NAME: CONSOLATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CLASS DESIGNATION: MOBILE HOSPITAL, CLASS I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLASS COMMISSION: 2263</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**COMPLEMENT (STD):**
- OFFICERS: 45
- CREW: 520

**DRIVE SYSTEM:**
- IMPULSE: FID-2 (75C)
- WARP: FWF-I, TANDEM, (WF 6/8)
- WARP: FWF-I, SINGLE-EM (WF 5/7)

**ARMAMENT (STD):**
- PHASERS: 2 BANKS/2 EACH, TYPE FH-3

**SUPPLEMENTAL CRAFT (STD):**
- CLASS F SHUTTLECRAFT: 6
- CLASS HF SHUTTLECRAFT: 4
- CLASS H TRAVEL POD: 4

**DIMENSIONS:**
- LENGTH: 350M
- BREADTH: 127M
- HEIGHT: 86M
- MASS (DEADWEIGHT): 315MT

---

**GENERAL INFORMATION**

The Consolation bears the distinction of being the largest class of Federation ship to pass through appropriations without a dissenting vote. It is, of course, no wonder. The Consolation is a warp-capable fully-staffed, fully-functional hospital, a service vitally needed through the Federation frontier, and ultimately humanitarian.

The Consolation has facilities to treat up to two thousand patients in emergency situations, as well as ample transporters and shuttle use for quick rescue and evacuation systems. Tactically, the ship is lightly armed but heavily shielded. A redundant warp drive engine can also be used as an emergency back up in case the main engines fail.

Starfleet fields only retains the Consolation herself from this class, primarily for colony support. The remaining vessels are all reservists. Religious groups from several Federation worlds volunteer for long assignments aboard hospital ships, in fulfillment of their spiritual duties. (While this service is more than welcome, Starfleet regulations do forbid prostelitizing by crew members on active or reserve rosters.)
**Class I Mobile Hospital**

AUTHORIZED CONSTRUCTION

The following ships of the Consolation Class Mobile Hospital have been authorized as part of the Federation Star Fleet as of Star Date 7712.00:

- USS Consolation - NCC 1424*
- USS Deliverance - Nar 1229
- USS Saint Joseph - Nar 1602
- USS Hope - Nar 1227
- USS Saint Vincent - Nar 1230
- USS Saint Mary - Nar 1603
- USS Mercy - Nar 1228
- USS Saint Margaret - Nar 1231

* Class Ship, ** Lost in the Line of Duty, + Under Construction as of Star Date 7712.00

**Editor’s Annotations**

Though the Consolation shown here is based on John Payne’s kitbash of the ship, there have been several design schematics both with striking similarities over the years. The basic concept, a ‘starliner pod’ permanently attached to a Constitution-style hull to make a large medical ship, was retained in each design.

The design given here keeps that old standby, and sticks largely with the kitbashed model. The main difference is the use of the regular Constitution style hull instead of the combat hull found on the Federation class. The combat-hardened hull just didn’t make a lot of sense for a humanitarian vessel.

Also, the registry of the vessel was changed to a regular NCC number, rather than the unique ‘NCC-H’ designation, based on a scheme seen in the animated Star Trek series.
CLASS I LARGE SURVEYOR

HOPI CLASS STARSHIPS

CLASS NAME: HOPI
CLASS DESIGNATION: LARGE SURVEYOR, CLASS I
CLASS COMMISSION: 2247

COMPLEMENT (STD):
OFFICERS: 25
CREW: 115

DRIVE SYSTEM:
IMPULSE: FID-2 (.75C)
WARP: FWF-IS, TANDEM, (WF 5/7)

ARMAMENT (STD):
PHASERS: 1 BANKS/2 EACH, TYPE FH-3

SUPPLEMENTAL CRAFT (STD):
CLASS F SHUTTLECRAFT: 2
CLASS H TRAVEL POD: 4

DIMENSIONS:
LENGTH: 161M
BREADTH: 117M
HEIGHT: 80M
MASS (DEADWEIGHT): 85MT

GENERAL INFORMATION

THE HOPI, IN MANY WAYS, IS AN ANACHRONISM, UTILIZING DESIGN PHILOSOPHIES CONSISTANT WITH THOSE FOUND IN OLDER VESSELS SUCH AS THE DY-500 CLASS. THOUGH SHE USES CONSTITUTION COMPONENTS, THE ASSEMBLY IS MUCH MORE MODULAR AND SPARTAN.

FOR THE FIRST TEN YEARS OF HER LIFESPAN, THE HOPI CLASS SERVED QUITE WELL IN CHARTING NEW TERRITORY AND EXPLORING NEW SECTORS. THE ENTIRE CLASS WAS USED TO HELP CHART SAFE NAVIGATION THROUGH THE GALAXY’S ‘BERMUDA TRIANGLE’, THOUGH AT THE LOSS OF THE USS APIQUILLA.

THE HOPI CLASS, IN TRUTH, IS NEARING CLASS II STATUS, AS EVEN WITH THE CONSTITUTION COMPONENTS, HER DESIGN IS CLEARLY DATED. THE CAPELLA CLASS ALREADY FAR EXCEEDS THE HOPI’S CAPABILITIES, PARTICULARLY WITH THE USE OF SUPPLEMENTARY CRAFT.

AN ANALYSIS OF THE CLASS’S SYSTEMS INDICATE THAT ANY PROJECTED POST 2271 REFIT WOULD BE BETTER SPENT ON OTHER SHIP DESIGNS, INCLUDING NEW SURVEYOR VESSELS. AS SUCH, THE HOPI CLASS WILL BE PHASED OUT AND EITHER RETIRED OR PLACED INTO RESERVE STATUS PENDING THE ENTERPRISE REFIT IN 2271.
THE FOLLOWING SHIPS OF THE HOPI CLASS SURVEYOR HAVE BEEN AUTHORIZED AS PART OF THE FEDERATION STAR FLEET AS OF STARDATE 7712.00:

USS HOPI - NCC 1435*  
USS JICARILLA - NCC 1436  
USS MOCTOBI - NCC 1437  
USS ALIQUIPPA - NCC 1438**  
USS TAWAKONI - NCC 1439  
USS SUISUN - NAR 1432  
USS OYSTER BAY - NAR 1431

* CLASS SHIP, ** LOST IN THE LINE OF DUTY, + UNDER CONSTRUCTION AS OF STARDATE 7712.00

EDITOR’S ANNOTATIONS
THE HOPI FIRST APPEARED IN THE ANIMATED SERIES EPISODE "THE TIME TRAP", BUT IN AN "ALIEN" COLORING IT WAS INTENDED TO BE AN ALIEN VESSEL OF SIMILAR TECHNOLOGY TO THE FEDERATION, BUT NOT NECESSARILY RELATED.

DESPITE THIS, MARK WILSON OF FEDERATION FRONTIERS ADOPTED THE SHIP, BASED ON HOW IT APPEARED, AND MADE IT INTO A FEDERATION STYLE STARSHIP. THE DESIGN HE GAVE SERVES AS THE BASIS FOR THE ONE PICTURED HERE.
**CLASS I Transport/Tug**

**MONTOJO CLASS STARSHIPS**

---

**Class Name:** Montojoi  
**Class Designation:** Transport, Class I  
**Class Commission:** 2264

**Complement (STD):**  
- Officers: 22  
- Crew: 45

**Drive System:**  
- Impulse: FID-2 (75%)  
- Warp: FWF-IS, Tandem, (WF 5/7)

**Armament (STD):**  
- Phasers: 1 Banks/2 Each, Type FH-3

**Supplemental Craft (STD):**  
- Class H Travel Pod: 2

**Dimensions:**  
- Length: 195m  
- Breadth: 95m  
- Height: 68m  
- Mass (Deadweight): 85MT

---

**General Information**

The Montojoi represents the last of the Constitution era designs for a transport. Like the earlier Ptoel-Mey, the Montojoi uses the standard modular transport system that's proven so successful. However, it does so with a more "Economical" design, utilizing the smaller FWF-1S warp engines and the smaller primary hull. The arrangement is very similar to the successful Hellespont, which is no accident. The compact, effective design has proven quite popular with the Admiralty, particular when used for ships with support roles, such as this one.

The only true downside to the design is its timing. With its relatively late launch of 2264, the Montojoi is coming near the end of the Constitution era design, and may be outdated shortly after her launch. For a transport, however, this may not prove much of a problem.

The last two ships of this type remain under construction, but upgraded designs, based on both the Archernar Project and the Enterprise Refit Project is projected for the early 2270's.
CLASS I TRANSPORT/TUG
AUTHORIZED CONSTRUCTION

THE FOLLOWING SHIPS OF THE MONTOJO CLASS TRANSPORT/TUG HAVE BEEN AUTHORIZED AS PART OF THE FEDERATION STAR FLEET AS OF STARDATE 7712.00:

USS MONTJO - NCC 1590*  
USS CAVERA - NCC 1591  
USS COLON - NCC 1592  
USS OLIVA - NCC 1593

USS PASARON - NCC 1594  
USS LANGARA - NCC 1595  
USS TOPETE - NCC 1596  
USS MORISCOS - NCC 1597

USS AQUIALDO - NCC 1598**  
USS ANTHONIO - NCC 1599**

* CLASS SHIP, ** LOST IN THE LINE OF DUTY, + UNDER CONSTRUCTION AS OF STARDATE 7712.00

EDITOR’S ANNOTATIONS
THE DESIGN FOR THE MONTOJO IS REALLY JUST A SLIGHT MODIFICATION OF THE HELLESPONT CLASS, USING A COMMON IDEA TO HAVE AN ’OUT OF THE WAY’ MOUNTING OF THE WARP ENGINES, AND A SMALL PRIMARY HULL MORE SUITING TO A TRANSPORT THAN THE LARGE PTOLEMY CLASS OF SHIP.

THERE ARE MANY KITBASHED DESIGNS SIMILAR TO THIS, AND IT WOULD BE IMPOSSIBLE TO CREDIT THEM ALL. THE DESIGN GIVEN HERE IS AN ORIGINAL DRAWING BY THE AUTHOR, BUT IT WOULD BE UNFAIR TO TAKE CREDIT FOR THE CONCEPTS. AT BEST, IT CAN BE CONSIDERED A MERE VARIATION OF STAR FLEET BATTLES’ WAR DESTROYER.

ALL SHIPS OF THE CLASS ARE NAMED AFTER HISTORICAL SPANISH ADMIRALS.
TRANSPORT CONTAINERS

OVERVIEW

THE CONCEPT OF MODULAR TRANSPORT CONTAINERS IS FAR FROM NEW. AS FAR BACK AS THE DY-100 CLASS, INTER-CHANGEABLE COMPONENTS HAVE BEEN USED TO EASE CARGO TRANSITION AS WELL AS ALLOW MISSION-SPECIFIC TRANSPORTATION WITHOUT REQUIRING AN ENTIRELY NEW SHIP.


IN 2040, A NEW DESIGN CONSIDERATION WAS ADDED FOR THE UPCOMING CONSTRUCTION PROJECT, A NEW DESIGN FOR MODULAR TRANSPORTS. WITHIN A FEW YEARS, BOTH THE FIRST SHIP AND PODS WERE COMPLETED AT SPACEDOCK, AND THE NEW SYSTEM WAS BORN.

FOR TRANSPORT SHIPS FOLLOWING THE MODULAR TRANSPORT DESIGN, THE PRIMARY HULL AND DRIVE SYSTEM IS LINKED TO AN ‘INTERLOCK’ PORT, A STRONG LOCKING DEVICE WHICH CLAMPS THE TRANSPORT POD TO THE HOST SHIP BY WAY OF A JOINED PYLON. IN THIS WAY, A STARSHIP CAN MAKE USE OF A VARIETY OF CARGO CONTAINERS, FULFILLING DIFFERENT NEEDS.

FOR TRANSPORT DUTIES, THE DOCKING SYSTEM HAS PROVEN REMARKABLY SUCCESSFUL. THE ABILITY TO SWITCH CARGO TYPES, AND EVEN ‘FERRY’ CARGO BETWEEN SHIPS WITHOUT LOADING AND UNLOADING HAS PROVEN TO BE A VALUABLE ASSET IN THE SPACELANES.

OF COURSE, IT DIDN’T TAKE LONG FOR SOME TO CONSIDER COMBAT APPLICATIONS FOR THE TRANSPORT POD SYSTEM, AND NEW DESIGNS FOR TROOP AND SHUTTLE TRANSPORTS, AS WELL AS ‘BATTLE BARGE’ SYSTEMS WERE QUICKLY DRAWN UP FOR TESTING.

THE RESULTS OF THE ‘MILITARY APPLICATION’ PODS HAVE BEEN MIXED. WHILE ‘CHEAP TRANSPORT’ MAY MAKE SENSE IN WARTIME, PARTICULARLY WHEN RESOURCES ARE SHORT, THEIR PERFORMANCE IN PEACETIME LAGS WELL BEHIND THEIR PERFORMANCE IN PEACETIME. ALSO, SINCE THE EXPECTED RISE IN TENSIONS WITH THE KLINGON EMPIRE DID NOT COME TO PASS, THE DESIGNS HAVE LARGELY BEEN SHELVED, WITH ONLY A FEW APPLICATIONS COMING TO FRUITION IN LIMITED NUMBERS.

EDITOR’S ANNOTATIONS

THE ‘TRANSPORT POD’ SYSTEM WAS FIRST INTRODUCED IN FRANZ JOSEPH’S STAR TREK TECHNICAL MANUAL. IN IT, THE TRANSPORT/TUG CLASS, THE PTOLEMY, WAS SHOWN CAPABLE OF CARRYING A NUMBER OF TRANSPORT PODS. THE PODS COULD EITHER DOCK FRONT TO BACK TOGETHER, OR COULD DOCK TO A ‘HOST’ SHIP [LIKE THE PTOLEMY] FOR TRANSPORT.


THE ‘DEUTERIUM FUEL’ POD IS BASED LOOSELY ON MARK WILSON’S INTERPRETATION OF ONE OF THE SHIPS IN THE ANIMATED SERIES EPISODE “THE TIME TRAP”. IT’S BEEN MODIFIED HEAVILY TO BE MORE IN KEEPING WITH THE OTHER POD DESIGNS.

THE ‘COLONIST POD’ IS AN ORIGINAL DESIGN BY THE AUTHOR, BUT BASED ON NUMEROUS DISCUSSIONS TAKING PLACE ON THE INTERNET. IT’S DESIGN IS EFFECTIVELY JUST THE STARLINER POD’S DESIGN, SLIGHTLY TWEAKED FOR ITS NEW MISSION PROFILE.

THE REPAIR FACILITY POD IS BASED ON IDEAS BROUGHT UP BY ERIC KRISTIANSEN. UNFORTUNATELY, HIS DESIGN COULD NOT BE FOUND AND A NEW ONE, BASED ON THE SPACEDOCKS SHOWN IN THE VARIOUS STAR TREK SERIES, WAS DRAWN UP IN ITS PLACE.
**Transport Container**

**PRODUCTS (FGP-001) TYPE**

**TC Type:** Products (FGP-001)
**TC Commission:** 2249

**Complement (STD):**
- Officers: 4
- Crew: 20

**Drive System:** None

**Armament (STD):** None

**Supplemental Craft (STD):** None

**Dimensions:**
- Length: 203M
- Breadth: 44M
- Height: 44M
- Mass (Dw): 122MT

**General Information**

The ‘PRODUCTS’ pod is designed for mass transit of ‘finished’ goods and materials. The pod can carry up to 300,000 cubic meters of assorted freight, ideal for resupplying starbases and outposts, as well as maintaining supply lines for Starfleet activities.

The FGP pod is designed to carry an assortment of goods, so it maintains several compartments for refrigeration, liquid transport, and so on, due to its general use and large capacity. The FGP pod is the most common type of materials transport pod in use.

---

**Transport Container**

**REFRIGERATION (FRF-001) TYPE**

**TC Type:** Reefer (FRF-001)
**TC Commission:** 2249

**Complement (STD):**
- Officers: 4
- Crew: 20

**Drive System:** None

**Armament (STD):** None

**Supplemental Craft (STD):** None

**Dimensions:**
- Length: 203M
- Breadth: 44M
- Height: 44M
- Mass (Dw): 100MT

**General Information**

The ‘REEFER’, or refrigeration, pod is used to transport materials that are environment sensitive. ‘Refrigeration’ may be a misnomer since the pods are capable of transporting and delivering goods in high-heat conditions as well.

Since the FGP pod has refrigeration capacities of its own, the FRF pods are reserved for large-scale transport of environmentally sensitive goods. Consequently, there are significantly fewer ‘reefer’ pods than general products pods in the spacetanes.
TRANSPORT CONTAINER

DRY BULK (FDB-001) TYPE

TC TYPE: DRY BULK (FDB-001)
TC COMMISSION: 2249

COMPLEMENT (STD):
OFFICERS: 4
CREW: 20

DRIVE SYSTEM:
NONE

ARMAMENT (STD):
NONE

SUPPLEMENTAL CRAFT (STD):
NONE

DIMENSIONS:
LENGTH: 203M
BREADTH: 44M
HEIGHT: 44M
MASS (DW): 122MT

GENERAL INFORMATION
THE ‘DRY BULK’ CONTAINER POD IS BASICALLY THE ‘STRIPPED DOWN’ TRANSPORT POD, WHERE LITTLE EQUIPMENT IS USED FOR SPECIAL HANDLING AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONCERNS. FOR ITS DESIGN, THE ‘DRY BULK’ POD IS BASICALLY A STRIPPED-DOWN AND SOMEWHAT MORE ECONOMICAL POD WHEN COMPARED TO THE GENERAL PRODUCTS DESIGN. STARFLEET DOES KEEP A LARGE NUMBER OF THESE PODS ON HAND, AND ARE OFTEN REFERRED TO AS ‘SNAIL MAIL’ PODS, SINCE THEY OFTEN DELIVER STELLAR MAIL BETWEEN SHIPS, STARBASES, AND FEDERATION WORLDS.

TRANSPORT CONTAINER

LIQUIDS (FGL-001) TYPE

TC TYPE: LIQUIDS (FGL-001)
TC COMMISSION: 2249

COMPLEMENT (STD):
OFFICERS: 4
CREW: 20

DRIVE SYSTEM:
NONE

ARMAMENT (STD):
NONE

SUPPLEMENTAL CRAFT (STD):
NONE

DIMENSIONS:
LENGTH: 203M
BREADTH: 44M
HEIGHT: 44M
MASS (DW): 88MT

GENERAL INFORMATION
THE ‘LIQUIDS’ POD IS DESIGNED WITH MULTIPLE PRESSURE AND TEMPERATURE-CONTROLLED COMPARTMENTS TO HANDLE THE TRANSPORTATION OF LIQUIDS OF VARIOUS TYPES, RANGING FROM COMMON WATER TO LOW-YIELD HYDROGEN PLASMA. THE POD’S SYSTEMS ARE DESIGNED TO KEEP EACH COMPARTMENTS’ LIQUIDS AS STABLE AND SECURE AS POSSIBLE.

SINCE THE FGP POD HAS SIMILAR CAPACITIES OF ITS OWN, THE FGL PODS ARE RESERVED FOR LARGE-SCALE TRANSPORT OF LIQUIDS, SUCH AS INITIAL COLONY SUPPLIES. THERE ARE SIGNIFICANTLY FEWER ‘LIQUIDS’ PODS THAN GENERAL PRODUCTS PODS IN THE SPACELANES.
TRANSPORT CONTAINER

STARLINER (SLR-001) TYPE

TC TYPE: STARLINER (SLR-001)
TC COMMISSION: 2252

COMPLEMENT (STD):
OFFICERS: 20
CREW: 175

DRIVE SYSTEM:
IMPULSE: FID-1 (C55C)

ARMAMENT (STD):
NONE

SUPPLEMENTAL CRAFT (STD):
CLASS H TRAVEL POD: 2
CLASS F SHUTTLECRAFT: 4

DIMENSIONS:
LENGTH: 203M
BREADTH: 44M
HEIGHT: 44M
MASS (DW): 85MT

GENERAL INFORMATION

THE ‘STARLINER’ POD IS NORMALLY IN USE BY CIVILIAN AGENCIES WITH AUXILIARY SHIPS RATHER THAN PART OF STARFLEET, THOUGH THERE HAVE BEEN A FEW EXCEPTIONS (MOSTLY FOR DIPLOMATIC PURPOSES, OR FOR THE YEARLY STARFLEET ACADEMY GRADUATION CRUISE.)

AN SLR-001 TYPE POD CAN ACCOMMODATE 300 TO 500 GUESTS IN HIGH LUXURY, WITH A WIDE VARIETY OF ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, SPACIOUS ROOMS, AND FULLY STOCKED GALLEY. TO GET AN UNDERSTANDING OF THE LUXURY WITHIN THIS STARLINER, THE ‘PRESIDENTIAL’ TRAVEL TRANSPORT IS A UNIQUELY MODIFIED VERSION OF THE BASIC SLR-001 TYPE.

TRANSPORT CONTAINER

COLONY TRANSPORT (CLN-001) TYPE

TC TYPE: COLONIST (CLN-001)
TC COMMISSION: 2252

COMPLEMENT (STD):
OFFICERS: 20
CREW: 175

DRIVE SYSTEM:
IMPULSE: FID-1 (C55C)

ARMAMENT (STD):
NONE

SUPPLEMENTAL CRAFT (STD):
CLASS H TRAVEL POD: 2
CLASS F SHUTTLECRAFT: 4

DIMENSIONS:
LENGTH: 203M
BREADTH: 44M
HEIGHT: 44M
MASS (DW): 88MT

GENERAL INFORMATION

THE ‘WAGON TRAIN’ POD IS DESIGNED TO TRANSPORT A LARGE NUMBER OF PEOPLE AS MUCH AS TWO THOUSAND AND ALL THEIR BELONGINGS, AS WELL AS BASIC MATERIALS TO BEGIN A COLONIZATION PROGRAM. AS SUCH, ROOMS ARE SMALL AND SPARTAN, WITH DESIGN EFFICIENCY DECIDEDLY GIVEN OVER TO ‘MAKING THE MOST OF ANY ROOM THAT’S AVAILABLE’.

STARFLEET MAINTAINS VERY FEW OF THESE PODS ON THEIR OWN, PREFERING TO ALLOW CIVILIANS TO COLONIZE SAFE WORLDS ON THEIR OWN. HOWEVER, COLONY TRANSPORT PROTECTION IS A VERY HIGH PRIORITY FOR STARFLEET, AND THESE PODS SOMETIMES SEEM TO BE MAGNETS FOR RAIDERS.
**Transport Container**

**Mobile Repair (MRS-001) Type**

**TC Type:** Repair (MRS-001)
**TC Commission:** 2259

**Complement (STD):**
**Officers:** 12
**Crew:** 80

**Drive System:**
**Impulse:** FID-1 (.55C)

**Armament (STD):**
**None**

**Supplemental Craft (STD):**
**Class H Travel Pod:** 2
**Class F Shuttlecraft:** 4

**Dimensions:**
**Length:** 203m
**Breadth:** 53m
**Height:** 47m
**Mass (DW):** 55MT

**General Information:**
A LIFESAVER FOR MORE THAN ONE STARSHIP CAPTAIN. THE ‘MISSUS’ POD ACTS AS A LIMITED-FACILITY DRYDOCK, CAPABLE OF HANDLING EMERGENCY REPAIRS AND MINOR SYSTEM REFITS IN THE FIELD. IT’S THE ‘NEXT BEST THING’ TO A REAL SPACEDOCK, AND CAN GET ALL BUT THE MOST SEVERELY DAMAGED STARSHIPS UP AND RUNNING IN SHORT ORDER.

The main and rear ‘clamps’ are shown as retracted, though they can extend out to encompass the primary hull of current Class I Starships. Though technically possible, it is against regulations for the facility to be in use while actually docked to its host ship.

---

**Transport Container**

**Shuttlecarrier (SCV-001) Type**

**TC Type:** Liquids (SVC-001)
**TC Commission:** 2255

**Complement (STD):**
**Officers:** 40
**Crew:** 350

**Drive System:**
**Impulse:** FID-1 (.55C)

**Armament (STD):**
**Phasers:** 3 Bank/2 Each, Type FH-3

**Supplemental Craft (STD):**
**Class H Travel Pod:** 4
**Class F Shuttlecraft:** 8
**Class HF Shuttlecraft:** 24

**Dimensions:**
**Length:** 203m
**Breadth:** 44m
**Height:** 44m
**Mass (DW):** 88MT

**General Information:**
A DESIGN FOR A WAR THAT NEVER CAME, THE SCV ‘SHUTTLECARRIER’ TRANSPORT WAS INTENDED AS A ‘CHEAP FIGHTER EMPLACEMENT’ SYSTEM. THE POD CARRIES A SIZABLE NUMBER OF HEAVY SHUTTLECRAFT, CAPABLE OF DEFENDING A COLONY OR OUTPOST IN POTENTIAL HAZARD ZONES.

Though the design is retained as a ‘War Time Eventuality’, few of these pods were actually constructed, and the four in service are used primarily for training purposes for Starfleet and Starfleet Marines. It’s likely that this pod type will be phased out entirely in favor of dedicated Light Carrier Ship designs in the future.
**Transport Container**

**DEUTERIUM/NEUTRONIC FUEL (FGP-001) TYPE**

**TC TYPE:** PRODUCTS (HZD-001)  
**TC COMMISSION:** 2254

**COMPLEMENT (STD):**  
OFFICERS: 4  
CREW: 20

**DRIVE SYSTEM:** NONE

**ARMAMENT (STD):** NONE

**SUPPLEMENTAL CRAFT (STD):** NONE

**DIMENSIONS:**  
LENGTH: 87M  
BREADTH: 44M  
HEIGHT: 44M  
MASS (DW): 46MT

---

**GENERAL INFORMATION**

The deuterium fuel pod is a unique design created to hold large quantities of both heavy hydrogen (deuterium) and its anti-matter equivalent (anti-deuterium). Obviously, the pod is designed with safety as a primary consideration; it is heavily shielded and armored, with the bulk of its internal equipment designed to maintain the neutronic fuel plasma in a steady state for transport.

For the Federation, most fuel collection and transport is done through civilian channels. As such, Starfleet maintains only a few of these pods for emergency and strategic purposes.

---

**Transport Container**

**MARINE TRANSPORT (TCV-001) TYPE**

**TC TYPE:** MARINE TR (TCV-001)  
**TC COMMISSION:** 2254

**COMPLEMENT (STD):**  
OFFICERS: 40  
CREW: 1600

**DRIVE SYSTEM:**  
IMPULSE: FID-I (.55C)

**ARMAMENT (STD):**  
PHASERS: 3 BANK/2 EACH, TYPE FH-3

**SUPPLEMENTAL CRAFT (STD):**  
CLASS H TRAVEL POD: 2  
CLASS F SHUTTLECRAFT: 4  
CLASS HF SHUTTLECRAFT: 6

**DIMENSIONS:**  
LENGTH: 203M  
BREADTH: 44M  
HEIGHT: 44M  
MASS (DW): 88MT

---

**GENERAL INFORMATION**

The 'troop' pod is a rarity, being designed for war-time operations and pressed into service for a war with the Klingon Empire that never came. The pod is a 'budget military transport', capable of moving a large number of troops quickly, but in very Spartan conditions.

Starfleet ordered a couple of dozen pods of this type during its initial appropriations after the Axanar conflict, but they have seen little use outside of training excersizes since that time. Though effective, it's likely that the Starfleet marines will simply opt for a new dedicated ship design as the TCV pods are decommissioned.
**GENERAL INFORMATION**

The Class F shuttlecraft was brought into service as a 'modern' update to the aging Class D-III shuttles that saw use aboard the Baton Rouge era starships. Though the new shuttlecraft retains the famous 'shoe-box' exterior design, the components and internal workings of the new shuttle couldn't be more different.

The most notable improvement to the shuttle is a limited duration, impulse-powered warp drive, allowing the shuttle to travel up to Warp 5 for a limited duration. This makes the shuttle ideal for intra-stellar travel, doing in minutes or hours where the older, sub-lit, voyages in shuttlecraft would take months.

Class F shuttlecraft are equipped with short-range sensors, emergency supplies, and low-powered shields. Though they can survive a moderate phaser hit, they're decidedly not designed to see action in combat.

Officially, no shuttlecraft receives a commissioning name. It's extremely common, however, for shuttles permanently assigned to bases or larger ships to gain 'nicknames' assigned by their command staff. Regulations technically demand the shuttles be referenced by call-number, but this is usually ignored even at Starfleet headquaters.

**EDITOR'S ANNOTATIONS**

The shuttlecraft was created by Matt Jefferies for the original Star Trek television series. Oddly enough, it was meant for the original show treatment, and was nixed when the 'transporter' decision was finally made. The Enterprise crew wouldn't need a shuttle after all!

Of course, the shuttle would be used quite heavily a little later on in the series, finally making sense of the giant clamshell doors found on the back of the Enterprise, as well as adding an 'auxiliary' vehicle that allowed some space-drama without the use of everything that the big ship had to offer.

The 'Warp' debate on shuttlecraft started long ago, though there is no on-screen statement anywhere that declares that the shuttle is incapable of warp speed. More than that, there are several instances where the shuttle must go to warp speed, but is clearly shown to have a limited range and maximum speed when compared to the Enterprise.

The size of the shuttle is listed here at 8 meters in length, though the official measurement has 6.7 meters in length. The official measure seems particularly small, however, when you look at the human-sized door prominent in the side of the craft.
**CLASS H TRAVEL POD**

**AUXILIARY CRAFT**

**TYPE:** CLASS H TRAVEL POD  
**COMMISSION:** 2253

**COMPLEMENT (STD):**  
CREW: 1  
PASSENGERS: 3

**DRIVE SYSTEM:**  
IMPULSE: FRCS-2 (.05c)

**ARMAMENT (STD):**  
NONE

**DIMENSIONS:**  
LENGTH: 3.8M  
BREADTH: 2.3M  
HEIGHT: 2.2M  
MASS (DW): 1.1T

---

**GENERAL INFORMATION**


TRAVEL PODS DO SEE USE AT STARBASES AND SPACEDOCKS, HOWEVER, PARTICULARLY WHEN TRANSFERRING KEY PERSONNEL DURING A VESSEL’S REFIT PERIOD. ALSO, THEY ARE DESIGNATED AS EMERGENCY AUXILIARY CRAFT, SO NEARLY ALL FEDERATION VESSELS WILL BE ASSIGNED A COUPLE OF THESE PODS IN CASE OF EMERGENCIES.

UNLIKE LARGER SHUTTLECRAFT, THE TRAVEL POD ISN’T PERMANENTLY ASSIGNED TO ANY SHIP OR STATION, AND DOESN’T USUALLY GAIN A SPECIALIZED REGISTRY.

---

**EDITOR’S ANNOTATIONS**


THE POD HERE IS BASED ON THAT DESIGN, BUT CROSSED WITH THE CLASS F SHUTTLECRAFT TO GIVE IT A LOOK MORE IN KEEPING WITH THE ORIGINAL STAR TREK SERIES.

THERE’S REALLY ONLY ONE PROBLEM WITH THE TRAVEL POD AS DESCRIBED IN MOST OFFICIAL WORKS, AND THAT’S THAT THE MODEL OF THE ORIGINAL ENTERPRISE DIDN’T HAVE ANY OBVIOUS ACCESS PORTS LIKE THE REFIT VERSION. THE TRAVEL PODS, WITH THE DISTINCTIVE ‘ROUND HATCH’ AT THE REAR, WOULDN’T HAVE ANYWHERE OBVIOUS TO DOCK!
CLASS HF SHUTTLECRAFT
AUXILLARY CRAFT

TYPE: CLASS HF SHUTTLE
COMMISSION: 2259

COMPLEMENT (STD):
CREW: 2
PASSENGERS: 8

DRIVE SYSTEM:
IMPULSE: FFI-2 (0.35C)
WARP: FFC-1, TANDEM (WF 3/5)

ARMAMENT (STD):
PHASERS:
1 BANKS/2 EACH, TYPE FHS-3

DIMENSIONS:
LENGTH: 11.1M
BREADTH: 5.2M
HEIGHT: 2.7M
MASS (DW): 6.8T

GENERAL INFORMATION
THE HF 'HEAVY' SHUTTLE WAS CREATED IN RESPONSE TO THE
PERILS OF DEEP SPACE EXPLORATION AND THE RELATIVE
WEAKNESSES OF REGULAR CLASS F SHUTTLES IN MORE HAZ-
ARDOUS SITUATIONS. THE HF SHUTTLE WAS DESIGNED TO BE
BIGGER, HEAVIER, AND EVEN ALSO ARMED.

THE HF SHUTTLE CERTAINLY ACCOMPLISHES ITS OBJECTIVES,
BUT DOES SO AT NEARLY DOUBLE THE MASS OF A REGULAR
SHUTTLE, MAKING THE CRAFT A RARITY EVEN AMONG THOSE
SHIPS FOR WHICH IT WAS DESIGNED. CURRENTSHIP DESIGNS
OFTEN REQUIRE SACRIFICING TWO REGULAR CLASS F SHUTTLES
TO HOUSE ONE OF THE HF VARIETY, A COMPROMISE THAT SHIP
COMMANDERS HAVE TO CAREFULLY CONSIDER.

THE ADDITION OF A PAIR OF LIGHT PHASER BANKS AND IN-
CREASED SHIELDS, HOWEVER, IS AN ATTRACTIVE ASSET IN A
SHUTTLE WHILE NOT TRULY SUITED FOR STARSHIP COMBAT,
AN HF SHUTTLE IS CAPABLE OF SOME SELF DEFENSE, ENOUGH
TO DEAL WITH SMALLER RAIDING VESSELS OR BUY TIME FOR
HER HOST SHIP TO ARRIVE.

OUTSIDE OF STARSHIP AUXILLARY USE, HOWEVER, THE HF
SHUTTLE HAS SEEN SOME POPULARITY AS A SHORT-RANGE
COURIER, PARTICULARLY IN TRAVEL BETWEEN CORE FEDER-
ATION WORLDS. AS A RESULT, SOME CONSIDERATION IS BEING
GIVEN TO MAKING A VARIANT OF THE HF INTO A DEDICATED
RUNABOUT VESSEL ON ITS OWN.

EDITOR'S ANNOTATIONS
THE HEAVY SHUTTLE ORIGINALLY DEBUTED IN STAR TREK,
THE ANIMATED SERIES, AND WAS BASICALLY JUST A BIGGER,
MORE POWERFUL SHUTTLECRAFT, IT MADE SENSE THAT THE
ENTERPRISE WOULD GET BETTER SHUTTLES, THOUGH,
CONSIDERING HOW BACK OF LUCK THEY HAD WITH THEIR OLDER
ONES.

THE DESIGN MODEL FOR THE ANIMATED SERIES WAS SERI-
OUSLY FLAWED, HOWEVER NONE OF THE VIEWS MATCHED
UP, THE SCALE WAS COMPLETELY WRONG WHEN COMPARED
TO THE REGULAR SHUTTLECRAFT, AND SEVERAL FEATURES
(SUCH AS THE ACTUAL DOOR) ON THE SHUTTLE WOULD BE
IMPOSSIBLE IF THE SHIP WERE A REAL, THREE-DIMENSIONAL
MODEL. GRANTED, THIS IS FILMATION WE'RE TALKING ABOUT.

THE DESIGN HERE IS A COMPLETE REDRAW OF THE SHIP,
USING THE BASIC IDEA OF THE PROFILE AND MESHING IT A
LOT MORE WITH THE ORIGINAL SHUTTLECRAFT SEEN IN THE
ORIGINAL SERIES. THE RESULT IS NOT ONLY A HEAVY SHUT-
TLECRAFT, BUT SOMETHING THAT COULD BE A FORERUNNER
TO THE RUNABOUTS THAT COME LATER IN THE TREK UNI-
VERSE.
**Class E Shuttlepod**

**Auxiliary Craft**

**Type:** Class E Shuttle

**Commission:** 2255

**Complement (STD):**

- **Crew:** 1
- **Passengers:** 1

**Drive System:**

- **Impulse:** FF1-2 (.35c)
- **Warp:** FFC-1, Tandem, (WF 3/5)

**Armament (STD):**

**None**

**Dimensions:**

- **Length:** 4.8m
- **Breadth:** 3.5m
- **Height:** 2.7m
- **Mass (DW):** 1.2T

---

**General Information**

The Shuttlepod was introcued in 2255 as a lighter, more economical shuttlecraft, designed for short duration, warp capable trips for one or two passengers.

Despite its economic design, and ability to travel at low to medium warp for several hours, the light Shuttlepod hasn’t been too popular aboard starships. It’s not that the Class E Shuttlepod is a bad idea per se, but that the smaller, more fragile pod is seen as being too ‘lightweight’ for use on ships prone for more hazardous duty.

Seldom does a ship commander feel comfortable with the light Shuttlepod when the same jobs can be handled with a regular Class F Shuttle, and with much more room for contingencies.

That drawback aside, however, the Shuttlepod does see quite a bit of use within Starbases and within the Inner Worlds of the Federation, where hazardous situations are not as likely and ‘quick trips’ are more frequent for key personnel figures.

---

**Editor’s Annotations**

The Shuttlepod shown here is based heavily on the Star Trek: Next Generation Shuttlepod designed by Rick Sternbach. Of course, it’s been largely given an ‘Original Series’ redress, making it the ‘Sports Car’ version of the Class F ‘Sedan’.

The production purpose of the pod was to have a smaller, cheaper alternative to the regular shuttlecraft, particularly for ‘Live Action’ shots where the larger shuttle prop proved entirely unconvincing. To keep things consistent, the pod didn’t replace the original shuttlecraft, and instead served as a smaller, shorter-trip alternative in the scripts.

The basic concepts used in Star Trek: The Next Generation are used here, though retrograded in keeping with the original series technology and designs.
CLASS AF SHUTTLECRAFT
AUXILLARY CRAFT

TYPE: CLASS HF SHUTTLE
COMMISSION: 2263

COMPLEMENT (STD):
CREW: 2
PASSENGERS: 8

DRIVE SYSTEM:
IMPULSE: FFI-2 (.35C)
WARP: FFC-1, TANDEM, (WF 3/5)
CHEM: FPC-2. (S0KPH)

ARMAMENT (STD):
PHASERS:
1 BANKS/2 EACH, TYPE FHS-3

DIMENSIONS:
LENGTH: 7.7m
BREADTH: 4.5m
HEIGHT: 1.6m
MASS (Dw): 5.2T

GENERAL INFORMATION
THE AF ‘AQUA’ SHUTTLE WAS DESIGNED TO SERVE A SPECIFIC PURPOSE, THE EXPLORATION OF WORLDS PRIMARILY COVERED IN WATER (OR OTHER LIQUIDS). THE SHUTTLE WOULD NEED TO BE HIGHLY PRESSURIZED, AND HAVE SENSITIVE EQUIPMENT FOR EXPLORATION OF THE OCEAN DEPTHS.

THE AF SHUTTLE WOULD BE A MARKED DEPARTURE FROM OTHER SHUTTLE DESIGNS, AS IT’S ‘DUAL ROLE’ OF BEING BOTH SUBMARINE AND SPACE SHUTTLE WOULD PRESENT SOME UNIQUE CHALLENGES.

THE CANOPY OF THE SHUTTLE IS DEFINITIVELY NON-STANDARD, USING A ‘HATCH’ SYSTEM MORE COMMONLY FOUND ON SUB-MERSIBLES. A THIRD PROPULSION SYSTEM, BEYOND THE WARP AND IMPULSE DESIGN, ALLOWS FOR ‘UNDERWATER’ TRAVEL SPEEDS, A NECESSITY WHEN CONSIDERING THAT EVEN SLOW IMPULSE TRAVEL WOULD RIP APART AND IONIZE AN OCEAN! [AND LIKELY DESTROY THE SHUTTLE DURING THE ATTEMPT].

THE AF SHUTTLE IS AN EXPENSIVE PIECE OF EQUIPMENT, PRIMARILY USED FOR EXPLORATION OR TRAVEL ON THOSE WORLDS WITH LARGE UNDERWATER POPULATION CENTERS (LIKE THE CARRIBEAN FLOOR ON EARTH). WITH ITS HIGH PRICE AND RATHER SPECIFIC USE, HOWEVER, THE AF SHUTTLE IS A RARITY ON STARSHIPS. SHIPS WITH EXPLORATION MISSIONS TEND TO HAVE ONLY ONE OR TWO ASSIGNED TO THEM, AND ARE STILL USED QUITE SPARINGLY.

EDITOR’S ANNOTATIONS
THE AQUASHUTTLE ORIGINALY DEBUTED IN STAR TREK, THE ANIMATED SERIES, AND, LIKE THE HEAVY SHUTTLE, SUFFERED FROM A NOT-WHOLLY-THOUGHT-OUT DESIGN. THE SHUTTLE’S VIEWS, FORTUNATELY, WERE CONSISTANT, BUT THE DESIGN WAS LACKING ENGINES, AN ENTRY HATCH, ETC. AGAIN, IT WAS A ‘SKIMPED’ DESIGN BY FILMATION.

OTHER THAN THE DETAILS, THE ONLY REAL PROBLEM WITH THE AQUASHUTTLE AS SEEN WAS ITS VERY LARGE SIZE, BEING A SMALL-CLASS STARSHIP ON ITS OWN RIGHT, RATHER THAN A SHUTTLE. AS WITH OTHER THINGS IN THE ANIMATED STAR TREK SERIES, SCALE WOULD BE A MAJOR PROBLEM. WITHIN THE HANGAR DECK OF THE ENTERPRISE, THE AQUASHUTTLE WAS NO LARGER THAN A TYPICAL SHUTTLE OUTSIDE, HOWEVER IT WAS SIMPLY HUGE, SIZING IT AT NEARLY 40M IN LENGTH!

**Class L Courier Shuttle**

*Auxiliary Craft*

**Type:** Class L Shuttle  
**Commission:** 2263

**Complement (STD):**  
**Crew:** 2  
**Passengers:** 8

**Drive System:**  
**Impulse:** FFI-2 (.35c)  
**Warp:** FFC-1, Tandem, (WF 3/5)

**Armament (STD):**  
None

**Dimensions:**  
**Length:** 11m  
**Breadth:** 5.8m  
**Height:** 2.9m  
**Mass (DW):** 6.5T

---

**General Information**

The Class L Shuttle, or 'Courier Shuttle' was developed as a long range, medium warp shuttle. Its purpose was primarily to shuttle small cargos and personnel between starbases, Federation worlds, and ships in the field.

The only drawback to the shuttle is its relative size, which takes up 'parking space' like a heavy shuttle and comes at the cost of two regular Class F shuttles. Starship commanders may keep one of these couriers available anyway, but tend to prefer the Class F shuttles for an auxiliary role.

As a dedicated courier vessel, however, the Class L Shuttle has enjoyed far greater success. The larger design focuses much more on long duration trips and relative comfort for its passengers. The most notable additions, at least for its passengers, are the inclusion of a lavatory and sleeping bed in the rear of the 'living' area of the ship.

The Courier design has proven so popular as a craft in its own right, that civilian agencies have begun petitioning for a declassified version for production. More than likely, a new design using declassified components will be accepted for future use in the near future.

---

**Editor's Annotations**

The long range shuttle first appeared in the animated series episode 'The Slaver Weapon'. Though, as usual, it had a few problems, both with scale (it was, again, too huge to be a shuttle) and with layout (no door, no impulse drive system, etc).

In addition, the other time the shuttle was shown was a very badly drawn small shot within the Enterprise's hangar bay. The shuttle is shown to be smaller than a regular Class F Shuttle, and is missing its wings. Again, Filimation's usual standards of quality apply.

The version here takes that design and cleans it up a little, making it sync more with the Class F Shuttle-craft seen in the original series. It also adds the door, and scales the shuttle more properly.
**Constitution Class Project Timeline**

**Skeletal Summary—Addendum**

2247
**USS Hopi** launched with new FWF-1S engines. Older design proves moderately effective, but the Hopi is one of the last ships of its design lineage within Star Fleet.

**Sherman** class launched using existing designs upgraded to Constitution specifications. New Duotronic automation system makes the class much more effective than designers anticipated.

2249
**Manhattan** class launched, designed to bring the benefits of the Sherman and planned Ptolemy classes together. First ship class fielded to make use of the 'standard pod' designs.

Dry bulk, reefer, products, and liquid transport pods are approved for use within Starfleet.

2251
**USS Apiquilla** lost while investigating temporal anomaly near the neutral zone.

2252
Starliner and colonist transport pods approved for Starfleet use. Starliner pods, in particular, prove immediately popular for civilian use.

Ptolemy class launched as a 'heavy transport' starship.

Pod connection system declassified and approved for civilian use within the Federation.

2253
Class F shuttlecraft introduced into service, replacing the now heavily-dated Class D-III type of shuttle. The new shuttles prove immensely popular for short-voayge craft.

Class H travel pods are put into service, primarily serving as 'quick transport' and 'emergency auxiliary' craft.

Class E shuttlepod approved for general Starfleet use. Though most large ships are supposed to carry a few of these shuttlecraft, many commanders eschew them completely in favor of the larger, more durable Class F.

2254
Troop transport pod appropriated in anticipation of military operations against the Klingon Empire. Though the pods prove effective, tensions do not escalate to the point where the pods are pressed into heavy service.

Deuterium pod approved after extensive testing. Though designed to 'link together' like other federation pods, it is ruled in violation of regulations to link deuterium pods together.

2255
Shuttlecarrier pod approved for use by Starfleet. Initial appropriations are very low, and the pod type itself is 'discontinued' only a year later in favor of dedicated light shuttlecarrier designs.

2258
**Derf** class tender launched.

2259
The 'MRS' mobile repair system is launched.

The class HF 'heavy' shuttlecraft is brought into service. For more hazardous duties than the regular class F can generally manage.

2262
Plans for upgraded interlock system are commissioned. Based on lessons learned from the now older, Ptolemy design, due to the older design's wide use, and lack of pressing need, the new system is pushed back pending results of 'next generation' technology.

Class L courier shuttle put into service. As with the heavy shuttle, the courier sees little acceptance as a regular auxiliary craft, but does enjoy greater acceptance for starbases and federation worlds as unattached general courier ships.

2263
Consolation hospital ship hurriedly commissioned to deal with rising number of medical emergencies on colony worlds. Several ships of the type are quickly commissioned as reservist ships.

Type A shuttle approved for use on Starfleet ships. The relative expense and rarity of necessity, however, keeps the 'aquashuttle' under extremely limited use.

2264
**USS Montjoy** class launched, using the successful design elements of the Hellespont class. The new tug proves reliable and more economical than the heavier Ptolemy class, but its reliance on Constitution class components may, by 2264, limit its overall life span.
SHUTTLECRAFT COMPARISON GUIDE

CLASS F SHUTTLECRAFT
CLASS COMMISSION: 2253
LENGTH: 8M

CLASS H TRAVEL POD
CLASS COMMISSION: 2253
LENGTH: 3.8M

CLASS HF SHUTTLECRAFT
CLASS COMMISSION: 2259
LENGTH: 11.1M

CLASS E SHUTTLECRAFT
CLASS COMMISSION: 2265
LENGTH: 4.8M

CLASS AF SHUTTLECRAFT
CLASS COMMISSION: 2263
LENGTH: 7.7M

CLASS L SHUTTLECRAFT
CLASS COMMISSION: 2263
LENGTH: 11M
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**Constitution Class Heavy Cruiser**
- Class Commission: 2245
- Length: 290M

**Ptolemy Class Transport/Tug**
- Class Commission: 2252
- Length: 221M

**Manhattan Class Transport/Tug**
- Class Commission: 2249
- Length: 225M

**Sherman Class Freighter**
- Class Commission: 2247
- Length: 227M

**Independence Class Armed Freighter**
- Class Commission: 2252
- Length: 221M

**Derf Class Tender**
- Class Commission: 2258
- Length: 273M

**Consolation Class Mobile Hospital**
- Class Commission: 2263
- Length: 350M

**Hopi Class Surveyor**
- Class Commission: 2247
- Length: 161M

**Montojo Class Transport/Tug**
- Class Commission: 2264
- Length: 195M